There is something for everyone this WINTER!
Good for the soul
➢ The Great River Road offers magical views year-round. Jump in the car and stop by
your favorite caffeine or breakfast provider before taking in the countryside as the
sun burns off the fog and the snow-capped mountains come into view from Walwa
to Khancoban at locations like Farrans Lookout.
Heart-warming
➢ Pack a thermos and curate the most delicious picnic. Plot you course to one of the
stunning scenic lookouts or locations across the Towong Shire to make the most of
the midday winter sunshine. Following this up with some retail therapy and you’ve
in the making of a perfect day.
Photographers Paradise
➢ Layer up and do not let the cold stop you. Winter offers amazing opportunities,
especially for keen photographers. The frost, mist rising over the hills and in the
valleys with views of the snowcapped mountains… the question is: Where to first?
Crackling Fires & Fantastic Food
➢ Upper Murray, Mitta Valley, Tallangatta, Bethanga to name just a few places. Book in
for lunch at one of the historic pubs or organise with family and friends to have a
campfire and enjoy a pot of billy tea.
On the Trail
➢ The region features a range of walking tracks, nature trails and lookouts which
provide a great experience for of all ages and abilities. Nothing better than fresh air
as you hit the trail to start exploring. The High Country Rail Trail caters to cycling
enthusiasts. Peaceful away from the crowds.
For the Nature Lover
➢ You will be amazed by how the sites and attractions in the Upper Murray, Mitta
Valley and Lake Hume surrounds, transform into a whole new experience in winter. In
this part of the world, birdlife abounds in the winter as well, with the vivid plumage
of the Crimson Rosella’s create an amazing contrast with their surrounds. Watch the
mist rise over the waterways and soak in the sounds of your surrounds.
Make sure to check out what events are also occurring by checking out ‘What’s On’?
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